Scavenger Hunt

The List

- Something with wheels
- A human pyramid
- A flag
- Your team “singing” into a microphone
- Something glittery
- Something yellow
- Candy
- A painting
- A piece of jewelry
- Someone doing handstand
- A street sign
- Something that is alive, but isn’t a person
- A political bumper sticker
- A tree
- Something white
- A group of people doing the Y.M.C.A.
- Everyone wrapped up in blankets
- A uniform
- A bird
- A ladder
- A wheelchair
- Something red
- Something you have read
- A vehicle

The Rules

Someone from your team must be in every photo.

Each item must have its own photo (no combining items from the list and just taking one picture of both items)

You may take pictures of actual object or pictures of objects, but you may not use pictures saved to your phone or from the internet.

The winner is the first team to get back with the most items in photos. If you can’t find something, you can choose to come back and hope the other team has found fewer items than you!